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Did the art of the Mysteries of Mithras symbolize a binary star system? It definitely involved two

suns.Mithraism was an enormously popular ancient pagan Roman mystery religion which

rocked every nook and cranny of the immense Roman territories at the start of the first

millennia. Archaeologists today are still uncovering the subterranean temples in every corner of

the empire. The pagan religion, because it was so secret, remains largely unfathomed. We

have a few theories. This book explores the rebus pictograms of the duo Sun Gods of the

Mysteries of Mithras in regard to their symbolism as binary stars.



MysteriesofMithrasBy L. A. BraunCopyright © 2012 (2021) by L. A. BraunAll rights

reserved.SCOPE: A ton of compelling rebus pictogram evidence on the ancient secret Roman

pagan cult called the ‘Mysteries of Mithras’ is examined. It involved two interconnected Sun

Gods. These two Sun Gods were being personified as the ‘Sol Indiges' (aka Sol) and the ‘Sol

Invictus’ (aka Mithras)—perhaps being emblematic of a Binary Star system.Did the ancient

artifacts displaying two Sun Gods actually symbolize a Binary Star system? That is the piping

hot question of the day. The secretive Mysteries of Mithras had been a very popular and

influential pagan Sun God cult of ancient Rome during the initial four centuries of the first

millennium. Archeologists are still uncovering its subterranean temples in the furthest reaches

of the old Roman Empire. The religion had involved two cosmically connected Sun Gods, who

were being personified as the greater ‘Sol Indiges' and the lesser ‘Sol Invictus.’ Today, we’ll

consider the Mysteries in light of a wide assortment of different topics and sources of evidence

—by exploring Sun Gods in cultures stretching from Rome to Germany to Egypt and then even

jumping across the pond to look at the Sun Gods in Mesoamerica. Along the way, we’ll ponder

the evidence suggestive of the idea that Planet Earth could have a Binary Star.SECTION I:

The Roman Pagan Cult of the ‘Mysteries of Mithras.’The Roman Mithraic Mysteries is the

mystery religion commonly known as ‘Mithraism.’ The scene of a Taurus Bull sacrifice, which is

central to Mithraism, is called the ‘Tauroctony’ and it is represented as taking place inside of a

subterranean cave; the ritual was being observed by Luna the Moon god and Sol the invincible

Sun God (upper left). Both personified astral orbs were closely associated with the Mithraic

Mysteries during the Roman times. Mithras himself appeared to manifest as a type of star that

was impacting another cosmic entity being seen as a Bull. Note the sun ray link between the

two suns—who appear like twins--because the two appear to be connected on some

electromagnetic level, much like two Binary Stars:We’d stumbled across the Mysteries of

Mithras while researching a recent white paper on the ‘Voynich Manuscript,’ which was called

‘Earth’s Binary Star in the Voynich Manuscript.’ That famous encrypted manuscript had

illustrated a binary sun system on several of its pages and we’d set off to examine the ancient

artwork and other sources that in fact pointed towards this provocative subject of the Planet

Earth having a Binary Star. We were intrigued because many Philosophers’ Stone manuscripts

had depicted two suns. Our books typically explore the lore and geometry of the Philosophers’

Stone.Much to our surprise, we’d soon discovered that the ancient Roman pagan cult of the

Mysteries of Mithras had boldly illustrated the existence of two interconnected Sun Gods, who

were being personified as the ‘Sol Indiges' and the ‘Sol Invictus’ within the greater context of

the Zodiac cosmos. In view of the exorbitant amount of allied Zodiac symbolism attached to the

imagery, the duo Sun Gods in the ancient cultures had seemed to reflect a Messiah prophesy

written in the stars. A second sun was prominently figured. In Egypt, there had been the duo

Sun Gods of Ra and Horus. In the Greco-Roman religions, there had been the ‘Sol

Indiges' (such as Sol/Helios) and the ‘Sol Invictus’ (such as Mithras). Before that, in Persia,

there had been Ahura Mazda and Mitra. In the Bible, there had been the primary father God

and the Sun/‘Son of Righteousness.’ Herein, focusing principally on the Mithraic Mysteries,

we’ll look at much of the same Sun God evidence from a new and fresh perspective. The aim is

to gain a better understanding of the dual Sun Gods in the Zodiac symbolism. Although the

identity of the manifold Sun Gods in the Greco-Roman cultures got a bit slippery sometimes,

there was clear evidence that Mithras was being characterized as the ‘Sol Invictus.’ In fact,

within the hundreds of artifacts, he was always being embodied as an alternative Sun deity—



right next to the main Sun deity. Herein, we’ll reexamine our abundant cache of evidence of

artwork and architecture that related to the possibility of Earth having a Binary Star by focusing

in closer on this angle of the Roman Mithraic Mysteries. It is a wholly new standpoint supplying

fresh riveting insight. In these works, Mithras, as ‘Sol Invictus,’ had been killing the Bull of

Taurus while the primary Sun God, as ‘Sol Indiges,' had watched on from the upper left corner.

On the back of the stelae, the two suns would be seen together enjoying a great sacramental

feast of the sacrificed Bull.It is our hat-in-the-ring hypothesis that the Mithras Mystery

represents a second Sun in the star constellation of Centaurus, which was seen by the

ancients as a Bull. It is now seen as a Centaur horse. The greatest artists of the Masters’ Art

had created paintings with a Zodiac-based secret deliberately embedded within them. They

were secretly implanting the ‘A’ (for the Circinus constellation) and ‘X’ (for Crux) because both

of these smaller constellations point to the Centaurus star constellation. The ‘A’ and ‘X’ often

appeared as an ‘AX’ combo icon on or near a horse or a Bull. The Tauroctony had also

embedded the same Zodiac secret.A cluster of the Seven Stars had usually been confined

inside of the hero’s round cape. This book considers whether the duo Sun Gods of the Mithraic

Mysteries had pointed us to a Binary Star system. There will be two significant forks arising

along the road of evidence on this quest: Was the Bull a symbol of Taurus or Centaurus? Were

the Seven Stars comprising the Pleiades or the Big Dipper? The abundant use of the ‘AX’ icon

in the Tauroctony works suggests that the Bull was Centaurus. However, the most popular

cluster of Seven Stars for ancient mankind was the group of the Pleiades in Taurus. That

obvious evidentiary conflict reveals a gordian knot. Readers are encouraged to consider both

sides of the coin because it becomes a twisted toss-up.The ‘AX’ icon would often be sited near

to a horse or Bull because Centaurus contains our closest stars (the Alpha Centauri System).

That triple-star trinity of our closest stars is located @4.37 light-years from our Sun in

Centaurus. The Alpha Centauri System (red star) is located right where the star Toliman is

indicated at the front hoof of Centaurus. The Circinus star constellation was traditionally

portrayed as an ‘A’ shape of a drafting tool. Crux was an ‘X.’ Hence, the artists had embedded

an ‘AX’ icon.The ancients had known the Zodiac secret of our closest stars. We see Centaurus

as a Centaur-horse. The Babylonians, Egyptians and Greeks had characterized the stars of

Centaurus as a Bull. That secret was incorporated into the Roman Mithras Mystery.The ‘AX’

icon appeared in paintings, reliefs and statues of the Roman Mithras Mystery.Although the

Alpha Centauri System was known as a star, its true distance wasn’t guessed until the 1830’s--

and our closest star Proxima, to make it a triple star set, was not spotted until 1915. Yet, the

Impressionist artists had seemed to know that the Alpha Centauri System, the triple-star trinity

of our closest stars, was located in Centaurus. Alpha Centauri A and B are both almost

identical Sun-like stars that orbit each other. Proxima is different–as a smaller red dwarf. This

variance was duly noted in the various ‘Sunflowers’ painted by Van Gogh (1887). Sunflowers

are suns in the Impressionist works.This Wisdom was widespread. The artists of the ‘Three

Graces’ had known that there were three Suns of the Alpha Centauri System long before the

third (Proxima) was reportedly discovered. Narcisse Virgile Diaz De La Pena (1837) had

portrayed the divergent Proxima (the Red Dwarf) in a red dress:The odds are that we have

much more to discover near the Alpha Centauri System. The Impressionist artists had often

inferred that a Sun was hiding in a cave or cloud in the Blue Mountain of the Milky Way. The

Alpha Centauri System sits in the Milky Way; the Milky Way is characterized, in the

Impressionist works, as being a Mountain, a Tree or a Stairway. The Alpha Centauri System, as

the triple-star trinity of our closest stars, was being seen as three rocks, spheres or objects

(below the ‘AX’ icon) long before Proxima was ever discovered at the hoof of Centaurus. Three



red dots for the three stars appear on the Blue Mountain. Vasily Kandinsky featured a second

Sun peeking out of an arch or cave.Alpha Centauri A and B are like twins (both being Sun-like

stars that orbit each other). Proxima is a red dwarf. In Auguste Macke’s works, created years

before the red dwarf of Proxima was discovered, the three Suns of the Alpha Centauri System

would be resting under the auspices of the two horses Sagittarius and Centaurus with a big

Tree and Blue Mountain between them (as the Milky Way). Two of the stars (men) were in blue

and one was in red; between the two horses, in the clustered stars and cosmic dust of the

Milky Way, lies both our closest stars on an arm of the spiral galaxy and the busy center of our

galaxy (further away). The Tree will most likely prove to be the visible arm of the spiral galaxy

(closer) while the Mountain will be the bulk of stars and dust at the center of our galaxy

(further). The cosmic sea of the Zodiac (with Aquarius and Pisces) is to the left of the

Sagittarius horse.In sum, the ancients had seemed to know at least two astronomy secrets that

they should not have known. Centaurus contains our nearest stars at its hoof near Circinus

(red); the center of our galaxy is located by the foot of Ophiuchus (yellow). Thus, the center of

the two Centaurs (Sagittarius and Centaurus), where they point their arrows, is ‘Sagittarius

A’ (purple), which is the very centerpoint of our galaxy. The Centaurs pinpoint it exactly. What

are the odds? Nowhere else on these old celestial maps are two characters pointing at the

same target. This is why the Scorpion is biting the testies of the Bull in the Mithras Mystery—

because the Alpha Centauri System is connected to the center of the galaxy. Should we be

searching for the second Sun as a star in the Alpha Centauri System or is it near that system?

The evidence is still being considered—but a lot of it points to there being a Sun hidden in a

cave or behind a cloud. We see the ‘AX’ icon manifest with three putti plus a Mithras-type figure

in a fresco at Pompeii from over 2000 years ago.Our theory is that we are looking at a second

Sun being hidden in or near the Alpha Centauri System in Centaurus. However, the truth is that

the Bull could be either Centaurus or Taurus. Taurus seems possible because there are Seven

Stars in the Tauroctony scenes and the most famous Seven Stars are the Pleiades on the

shoulder of Taurus where the Bull gets stabbed. Still, those Seven Stars could also be the

circumpolar stars of the Big Dipper. There are several forks in the road of evidence to consider.

We’ll keep an open mind as we walk through the artifacts on Mithras. This mystery religion,

which had been centered around the Sun God Mithras, was popularly practised in the Roman

Empire from about the 1st to the 4th century A.D. It was thought by most scholars that it was

borrowed from the Persian worship of the Sun God Mithra (Proto-Indo-Iranian/Vedic: Mitra).

This was believed to be the teachings of the Magi and was related to Ahura Mazda of

Zoroastrianism, the old Iranian religion. Ahura Mazda had been the creator and sole god of

Zoroastrianism—and was most often seen as being a Sun God rising up in the Winged

Sundisk.Ahura Mazda, as the Sun God, had also been associated with the proverbial sun

chariot. In fact, to invite Ahura Mazda to accompany the army into battles, the Persian

emperors were reputed to include an empty royal chariot drawn by white horses (a typical

symbol of the various Sun Gods). Actually, the idea of the sun riding across the universe in a

'sun boat,' or 'sun carriage' (being pulled by horses) was a neolithic concept. These

mythological representations of the sun riding through the cosmos in a vessel had permeated

all of the ancient cultures. The famous Nordic Trundholm Sun Chariot, estimated to be about

2400 years old, had specifically supported the notion of the personified sun in a sun chariot

being drawn across the sky by horses.The Persian Mithra had been associated with the Sun

God Ahura Mazda as a sort of a co-god—operating almost as a counter. He was the

Zoroastrian diety of Light, being seen as a judicial figure and omniscient Protector of Truth. As

a type of counter weight to the primary Sun God, the mid-month (16th day) and the mid-year



month (7th month) were dedicated to him. In Vedic classical Hinduism, Mitra was one of the

Adityas, which were a group of solar deities.In reality, there is quite a bit of academia

controversy over whether the Roman mystery religion of Mithraism was related to the

Zoroastrian god of Mithra--even though Roman sources alleged it to be true. They also

attested to using Persian phrases and emblems in their worship. Nonetheless, some academic

dons have tried to point out the dissimilarities between the Persian and Roman traditions (even

though the similarities seem more than convincing enough to most). In truth, the Roman

mystery religion of Mithraism has no extant writings and no scholars have really been able to

figure out what the religion entailed at all through the enduring architectural items. It is still

guesswork.In the Tauroctony works of the Roman Mithraic Mysteries, we always see Mithras

as being a type of a caped superman in a dark cave. In fact, Mithraism cults had worshiped

him specifically in dedicated mountain caves. The symbolism was celestial. As a Sun God, he

always killed the Bull on which he stood by stabbing into the shoulder (which implicates Taurus

because that is where the Pleiades cluster of Seven Stars are sited).The serpent Draco (below

him) stretched across from Scorpio (the scorpion at the testicles)—and reached all the way to

the Wolf at the right by the Taurus Bull’s head.'Mitra' had derived from Proto-Iranian, meaning

"that which causes binding." Of course, if two Binary Stars were connected, there would be a

cosmic binding on some level. We’ll probably never learn the ultimate import of the Roman

mystery religion of Mithraism because it was a secret cult hidden within caves, with no extant

written records. Its mysteries had only been known by the men-only members. Plutarch

mentions it in the first century as being a cult practiced in Cicilia (southern Turkey by Göbekli

Tepe). Apparently, the Hitittes had practiced it in that area before then. For centuries thereafter,

the Roman soldiers practiced it. Because of the secrecy, recreating the religion has been

mostly guesswork based on the Tauroctony artifacts. Our theory is that this scene represents a

secret passageway through the cosmos tied to the Galactic Center in Scorpio/Sagittarius. We

have wondered if it is perhaps the basis of the Amduat and Gilgamesh hero journey stories—

which had scorpion gods guarding sacred cosmic tunnels. Here, we see the serpent Draco

winding from Scorpio to Taurus—via the track of the scorpion, serpent and Wolf. Draco is a

part of the Sagittarius star constellation.In humanity’s oldest written history, the epic hero

Gilgamesh from Uruk had defeated the Bull of the Heavens:Gilgamesh’s Bull seems to form

the ‘Y’ shape of the real stars of Centaurus. But that still leaves open the question of whether

the Mithras Mystery relates to Alpha Centaurus System. The evidence is, at best, ambiguous. It

is also plausible that we are looking at some red-hot Scorpio-Taurus Axis intergalactic action in

the Tauroctony scenes which point us to a connection or pathway between gravitational

opposites. For sure, the Bull is either Centaurus or Taurus.We’ll consider all angles. In fact, as

we ponder the Tauroctony scene, we’ll first assume that the Scorpio-Taurus Axis is the correct

perspective and then we’ll come around later and explain why the Centaurus theory could be

preferred. Along that line, let’s explain the cosmic Double Axis ‘X’ of Scorpio-Taurus and Leo-

Aquarius in the Zodiac.This particular four-point Double Axis had seemed to be very important

to our ancestry because it was universally embedded in the world’s art. These four points of

the Zodiac, Scorpio-Taurus and Leo-Aquarius, create an ‘X’ on the Double Axis of the Zodiac

wheel of the stars of the cosmos. In the Bible, the four points are each of Ezekiel’s Four Living

Creatures, as being four key extremes on the overall Zodiac wheel. Therein, each of these

points additionally had its own perspective as the face of a Lion, Ox, Man and Eagle—

accurately representing the four corners of the Zodiac as Lion (Leo), Ox (Taurus), Man

(Aquarius) and Eagle (Scorpio’s decan). A decan is a sub-portion of the stars. This imagery

and symbolism creates an ‘X’ on the Double Axis—with our sun being situated at the zodiacal



center.In this Tauroctony scene, we could be seeing the Scorpio-Taurus Axis action of serpent

Draco winding from Scorpio to Taurus—via the track of the scorpion (Scorpio), serpent (Draco)

and Wolf. Why the Wolf? Draco the serpent has the Wolf as its head. On the other hand,

Centaurus is by Lupus the Wolf and a serpent called Hydra. But we’ll first focus on the Scorpio-

Taurus Axis perspective.We could be seeing the cross Axis of Scorpio (the Scorpion) to Taurus

(the Bull). The Dendera Temple’s ceiling Zodiac had illustrated this same passage. In Egypt,

Draco the serpent, at the center between Scorpio and Taurus, was being represented by a

hippo-like figure:Some see creation myth symbolism in the Tauroctony; likely, within its zodiacal

scenes, the regeneration of the cosmic life-force through a sacramental meal of a theanthropic

animal was being exhibited. The cave-based bull-slaying ritual represented a type of birth-and-

rebirth-of-life-through-sacrifice scenario. Mithras, who always seemed to face away from the

deadly deed, had been flanked by his two attendants, Cautes and Cautopates, and was usually

accompanied by the Wolf, the serpent of Draco, and the Scorpio scorpion. There were also

Seven Stars—which are identified as being either the Pleiades or the circumpolar stars of the

Big Dipper (which we believe is much more probable). We’ll consider both options. The Sun

(‘Sol Indiges') was always upper left—with the centered superman Mithras as the Dark Binary

Star (‘Sol Invictus’). The Moon was on the upper right. Here, the two interconnected suns were

once again connected by a sun ray:We’ll consider how the Philosophers’ Stone texts had

portrayed a Three-in-One circles pattern underlying the geometric structure of the universe.

Therein, the Sun/Moon or King/Queen dichotomies were two circles manifesting in an inner

third circle. Leonardo Da Vinci had best described the same magic within his optics

manuscripts. Because of the synchronized stereovision between our two eyes, our brain could

detect the balanced third circle. At every point of perceivable space-time (or light), cascading

triangles formed the image that our brain received. The Tauroctony scene of Mithras had sent

not only a cosmic message—but it also, with its polarized Sun/Moon imagery, held hidden

secrets of the sacred geometry.As a type of further internalized Three-in-One, Mithras had

been flanked by Cautes and Cautopates. They were said to be an aspect of him. If he were a

Dark Sun then perhaps they were planets. Here, the cluster of the Seven Stars of either the

Pleiades or Big Dipper had been cloistered inside of the iconic cavern of the round cape. In the

real stars, the Pleiades’ stars are located on the shoulder of the star constellation of Taurus the

Bull:We should be honest and upfront early on about why Mithras had seemed so goshdang

intriguing. It was not only that he represented a second sun like a Binary Star, but it was

because he, as a zodiacal Sun God, was associated with the Zodiac Libra sign. Libra is directly

above Centaurus. This was a pattern which we’d spotted. The Mithraic Mysteries had

repeatedly alluded to the Libra sign in the stelae and frescoes that were dedicated to the god.

Note that Mithras is framed here by the Libra sign and we’ll provide ample evidence of the

Libra sign itself being highlighted in the Zodiacs appearing within the Tauroctony works:=

Within the Tauroctony works, there seemed to be an astral story being played out in the stars

of the cosmos—with the scene exhibiting the Zodiac and Seven Stars, as well as the Sun and

Moon. Mithraism had literal cosmic meaning—but it also conveyed a spiritual supernatural

import. As we said, this cave-based bull-slaying sacrifice ritual was to be percieved as being a

type of spiritual rebirth scenario. The great culminating sacrament feast of the sacrificed Bull

would occur after the slaying. The communal meal represented a life-force union of the natural

with the supernatural. That refrain had rang out like the ancient tunes of the rebirth and

creation mound myths.In Egypt, the ‘Akhet’ (glyph for ‘horizon’ or ‘sacred mountain of birth/

rebirth’) had somewhat resembled the Libra sign: .The Babylonians had used a sacred mound

itself as the glyph for Libra. The sacred mound symbolism stems from the myriad of myths



about how the world of life, as a mountain/pyramid or Sun, had initially arisen out of the lifeless

waters of chaos. Libra, recurring in the symbols, had looked like it was pertinent to the same

conversation.As well, Mithras the Sun God had appeared to be associated with the Libra sign.

Our seasoned readers know that we’d found evidence in Egypt of a Sun God (Horus the Child)

who was intimately entwined with the Libra sign. One of the significant purposes of this book is

to conduct a comparative analysis looking for similarities between these two ancient mystery

religions.Frankly, Egypt’s story, like the Bible, had contained colossal clues to a star map. The

figures, in fact, had been personified Zodiac star constellations. From the Leo-Virgo Sphinx to

the Aries Ram to the Taurus Bull horns on Hathor (Isis), the Zodiac star constellations had all

been represented in the Egyptian hieroglyphics. There were also rampant water signs

(Aquarius).In effect, it is possible that we are actually seeing a form of the Libra sign in the

Akhet glyph representation at Dendera. The Egyptian Messiah Sun God (as Horus the Child)

had been on top of an Akhet glyph inside the Libra balances within Dendera’s Zodiac

representations. He was portrayed as being a Harpocrates-type figure of secrecy with a finger

to his lip.The Egyptian creation myths held that the world had arisen out of the lifeless waters

of chaos. Usually, the pyramid-shaped benben stone (triangle point at the top of a pyramid)

arose out of the waters first. Sometimes, it was a Sun. In the ‘Book of the Dead of

Khensumose’ (1000 B.C.), the Akhet had been perched above the circular mound of creation.

At either side was a goddess pouring out the waters that surround the creation mound. The

eight stick figures are the gods of the Ogdoad, each with a hoe or plow. There are two

connected sun-like orbs within the creation mound—which could, in theory, be either a Binary

Star system or different phases of the Sun:One Egyptian Naos shrine, which also had spoken

of the story of the Sun God (Horus the Child), had been called the ‘Naos of the Decades.’ It

was built in the shape of the real Libra star constellation as it was being seen by the Egyptians

with the naked eye. In Greco-Roman art, this same shape as the Libra stars had been popular

in the funerary grave stelae—as the naiskos and aedicula.The Naos would generally be

situated in the Holiest of Holies of the Temple. In front of it usually stood a huge model of a sun

barque (sunboat). That sun barque can objectively be seen as resembling the balances of

Libra.This ancient Abydos Temple relief of Seti I could have been suggesting that the sun

barque was the sign of Libra in the twelve signs of the Zodiac. Below the sunboat had been

eleven vases plus one altar of the sunboat (mayhap as Libra). As well, the top of the center

edifice might have taken the form of the Libra sign (with the blue Messiah rising out of its top).=

Moses, who had been raised and matriculated in the credo of Egypt a few hundred years

before Seti I, had designed the Ark of the Covenant of pure gold in the shape of the sign of

Libra to be worshipped by the twelve tribes of Israel (also replicating the twelve signs of the

Zodiac). As the center object of great power in the Holiest of Holies, the Ark was where God

would speak to the people.= Moses and his brother Aaron, both of the Levite tribe, had carried

a magic staff which was a Branch within the symbolism of the Tree of Life. Our book ‘Tree of

Life’ explains how Aaron’s Rod was placed in the Holiest of Holies before the Ark of the

Covenant. There were twelve rods to represent the twelve tribes. Aaron’s Rod had

supernaturally blossomed with Almond flowers and fruit to prove that Levi was chosen. We see

this exact pattern in the barque’s symbolism at Abydos:Ark in the Holiest of Holies = Barque in

the Holiest of HoliesThere had been other close parallels within these Messiah Golden Child

missives. For instance, the Egyptian god of Horus the Child, as the boy in the Libra scales (or

between the double lions), had clearly been associated with the Greco-Roman god

Harpocrates as the keeper of ancient secrets—with a finger to his lip to denote the silence of

this secrecy. As well, Moses had a significant speech impediment wherein Aaron had to act as



his spokesman. Horus the Child = Harpocrates with finger to lip = Libra godMoses = Speech

Impediment = Levi Messiah prophetMithras’ story had literally been written in the stars and we

explore whether it was exactly the same star map story being told at Egypt’s Dendera Temple.

Further, the Dendera Temple’s Lion-Man Sphinx Couch (which was where the Sun God (Horus

the Child) became spiritually perfected) had looked a lot like the real stars of Libra, too—and it

was placed between two cherubim angels just like the Mercy Seat of the Hebrew Ark of the

Covenant in the Holiest of Holies:
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